1973 ford f250 for sale
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lock that needs to be put in. Front disc brakes, increased cabin dimensions, gas tank relocated
outside the cab and under the bed, significantly improved heating and air conditioning, full
double wall bed construction, increased use of galvanized steel, SuperCab was introduced in
the sixth generation pickup. It has a newly rebuild and slightly modified with an auto behind it.
Drives awesome, runs even better, lots of power. The only thing it needs is a battery. Awesome
truck, runs great, i just hate to see the poor thing sit. I also have the front bumper and grill
guard. Only major thing is a battery, paint and body work. The engine runs very strong and
holds temp very well even in hot conditions.. Makes tons of power and torque, very fun to drive.
The cost of parts and restoration of these vehicles are increasing daily. They are not making
any more and, therefore, they are becoming more rare by the day. Collectible vintage vehicles
have historically appreciated at a rate greater than that stock market, gold and other arts and
collectibles as documented by many articles and auction result tracking. Deposits are
non-refundable due to i. Inspections should be performed prior to putting a deposit down on a
vehicle. Extras include wiring and hookup for a fifth wheel, heavy duty springs for towing, break
booster, and cruise control never used it before. Worldwide Vintage Autos is pleased to present
this Ford F Would consider partial trade plus cash for decent car. Call or text for more info i live
in salt lake city. For Sale Ford F Pickup. For sale ford f pickup. Just cab and chassis. Has a very
good engine. New clutch, pressure plate and flywheel. Got a sweet old f, this thing cruises down
the street with ease. With only just over k miles for that's not bad at all. Washington Washington
3 years at freeclassifieds. Comoptions:description:got a sweet old f, this thing cruises down the
street with ease. Great running high boy ford. Solid truck all around thing is basically a tank.
Has no issues except for the front end, it wobbles alittle bit when driving. Other then that it's a
great truck. For complete listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item
on ebay. This vehicle would be nearly impossible to duplicate and is truly a one of a kind that is
being offered on a no reserve auction and will sell to the last bidder. This 44 year old survivor
that has been locked away in a time warp as it has been in storage for over 20 years. The
original owner stopped driving in the mid s and the truck was unused for the last two decades.
This is a very rare optioned classic and the first year for what collectors call a dentside which
was ordered with factory air conditioning in light blue exterior with black interior. This truck
would be very difficult to duplicate. This vintage 4x4 was built in san jose california over 4
decades ago and was liquidated from an estate of the original owner and who is long gone. It
was acquired from his now elderly daughter who explained he used it primarily for hauling
wood and hunting in and around the rouge river area of oregon. The bed has been used and has
some dents but has a ford bed liner that was fitted many years ago. He also custom built his
own steps that were left as a tribute to this unique owner and truck. He also over engineered a
custom auxillary battery tray in the engine compartment. The last year of registration of this
truck expired in but has been stored since at least The highboys are very significant as the most
desirable factory 4x4 of its era with its stout frame, increased height compared to other
light-duty pickup trucks, and divorced transfer case. Chrysler and gm did not have a
counterpart. Cosmetically this truck looks fantastic. The body is very clean. The door panels are
original and have sever cracks and have been reattached to the door. Seat is in good shape.
Dash is quite nice for the age. The interior is very nice with an original dash cover that still
looks new, it also has the original vinyl floor mat and original hard plastic door panels that are
worn and cracked. The truck has factory air vents which was very rare in so rare that ford
farmed out to a company in fort worth texas. Mechanically at some point when the original
owner was still driving the original v8 was. I have a strong ford pick up with a built Needs tires
and front end work for it wobbles aliitle and some body work, other then that a great truck.
Cruise controlhigh power stereo. New cca 12 volt batterynew silinoid and battery cablesnew
large hd radiatornew underwood insulationnew u-jointsnew paint job. The 4 wheel drive works it
has a dual glass pack exhaust I out in new floor pans and put bed liner on them it has some a
newer radio it has rust in the normal places and it Chad dents and dings.. It runs and drives
good. This is an awesome truck, runs and drives great starts right up with no problem 99, miles
on it just put in a brand new Bluetooth stereo asking obo call or text me anytime at I do not want
to drive it much because I don't want to hurt the engine. The whole underneath has been
upgraded with shocks, leaf springs, skid plates, an upgraded front straight axle, and. It has
some upper engine noise that may be the oil pump not pumping enough oil or a cam bearing or
something like that. Make:ford model year miles color:blue transmission: 4 speed upholstery:
description: big block. Been garage kept since we bought it and driven daily. Serious inquires
only. Keep in mind it's a truck so it will need some work. No low ballers serious inquires only
Air Conditioning. Truck ran and drove several years ago. Has trailer hitch with brake controller
installed and is wired for trailer. Needs rear view mirror, steering wheel horn and tuneup.
Automatic transmission, power steering, power front disc brakes. Has side tool box locked , two

gas tanks. Front bench seat is ripped. Body has dents and scratches. The brakes need to be
bled and I have a new master cylinder to put on it.. I have new floor pans that will go with it. It
runs good but the carb could be adjusted. It has a dual glass pack exhaust. It has rust in
common places. Stock number: cl. This is would make a great work truck unfortunately the
engine blew a rod so it does not start nor can it drive any more on its own power. I cannot afford
to fix this any more. I have spent tons of money already in it for the mechanic shop to never
bothering to change the oil ever so it blew a rod. I hate to have to see it go but can no longer
afford it. This is a great truck otherwise many things have been fixed on it. Only other problem
besides the engine is the gauge for the gas tank works but the inside of the gas tank i believe
does not, because the gauge will go up a little on a full tank but its never accurate. But it does
have a big tank and holds lots of gas. We took it on a camping trip and it drove very well. It has
had work done on the steering and the alignment for the tires the engine got a tune up and
everything but they never did an oil change there is way to much to list and i cannot remember
everything but here is a few things i can remember off the top of my head; that this has had
fixed already. I know it has a new starter, starter solenoid, new muffler added like a 1. I am sad
to see it go. I have it sitting on the street by my house. I am tired of it just sitting there so it will
be going to a new home soon. I do have this also on craigslist here locally so there is always
the possibility someone will already have bought it. But i will require cash in hand before i sign
the title over to anyone. Please check back then for these links. No reserve auction, this truck
will sell to the highest bidder. Original v8 replaced with more desirable, mildly built v8. Mated to
a built c6 with a mild shift kit to handle the power. This truck will move and has no problem in
the passing lane. Transfer case has been replaced with the more desirable np to handle the 4
wheel drive operations. Transmission and transfer case shift clean into gears, no grinding.
Manual locking hubs up front, in need of replacement bucks for new warn units. Truck runs
slightly rich at idle and cleans up above rpm, this is due to the mild cam which has a noticeable
agreesive lobe sound at idle. This could be corrected with adding vacuum, but i have no
problems with the way it runs and have opted to leave it as is for now. Dual fuel tanks with cab
operated switch over. This is what i originally acquired when i purchased this truck. The only
modification i made was to the exhaust system. I replaced the mufflers with set of flow masters
and had custom dumps behind the rear tires swept down from the fender installed. Replaced
battery and solenoid last year, new carburetor installed to allow for more adjustabiltiy than the
older 4 barrel it came with. I acquired this truck years ago from the owner in california. I
intended to complete a rolling restoration as this truck as it is outfitted with the stout to the c6
and np , which i prefer and were already built and installed. Body is in great shape, all visual
surface flash rust is superficial, no pitting anywhere, no body repairs ever. The body and cab
are straight, doors have never been cut on. No rust in all the typical areas for these trucks, all
cab corners, wells, jambs and hidden areas are solid metal. The headliner was removed and
discarded as it was cracked badly and the seat uncovered to show condition. Beadlock is not
thru tire, but to rim. Also included in the auction is the original rims and tires the truck came
with. This truck rides on the factory suspension and has zero lift. This is the factory height
which allows for these taller tires to ride without rubbing. Hence the term, highboy. Oil and filter
changed every 6 months even thou the truck is rarely driven. Manual steering and brakes. Truck
has a bent front bumper from an improperly mounted tow strap during transport from cali to
texas, body and frame are not damaged. Very minor dent about the size of a baseball on lowe.
This truck has spent its entire life in Eastern Oregon's dry high desert climate where it worked
on a farm. This F 4X4 stands apart from the rest because of its options; What makes this Hi-Boy
rare is the fact that it was ordered as a Ranger package. With all of the chrome body trim and
with the rarest three options of all, Power Steering, Power Brakes, and C6 Automatic
Transmission. Having one of these options is rare enough but to have all three is super rare.
This truck still wears all of its original paint. There are no repaints hiding body filler or rust. The
floor mat is from ACC who is far and above the best for fit and originality. Repairs have been
made to the truck to bring it up to an every day daily driver. The truck is reliable and drives
exceptionally well. This truck has not been owned by a kid! No lift kits, giant oversized tires,
headers, after market carbs or intake manifolds. This truck is stock. Very minor dent about the
size of a baseball on lower drivers door, see picture. Otherwise, this body is clean. This is an
excellent restoration project or a bad ass looking, mean sounding driver. Either way, this truck
often turns heads and. Any bidders with a new account or "0" feedback will be blocked
immediately. Only serious bidders with the funds to buy this item. Please read the description of
this vehicle before bidding. Up for auction is a california rust free 1 owner ford f ranger camper
special. This truck was built right here in san jose california and has never left since it was new.
The engine is the original v. In the engine was completely rebuilt since then its probably got
around 1, miles on it. As seen on the pictures below this truck was sitting under the original

owners carport since We had all the old gas drained out,installed a new fuel pump and a battery.
The engine fires right up and sounds amazing, runs perfect shifts smooth. The paint and body
is all original, has never been repainted or in any accidents. Rust free with the exception of
some surface rust on the hood and roof. All the trim and stainless is in perfect condition for the
age of truck. The interior is all original and untouched. The seat has a cover on it, and has some
wear on it. The panels and dash are in good condition. Don't miss out on this all original 1
owner truck. Keep in mind they
1997 buick lesabre fuel filter location
02 pt cruiser
mazda 3 2006 interior
are only original once like this one is. We have the original california pink slip title the winning
bidder will be the 2nd owner. For california bidders this truck is smog exempt and will not
require a smog test. The registration is under non operational. Don't miss out will be selling at
no reserve to the highest bidder. Vehicle described above will be sold in as-is condition with no
warranty,refund or guarantee. I buy these vehicles direct from there owners and anything i know
i mention in the listing. Vehicle must be paid in full before taking delivery or transporting it to
another state. I only accept certified cashiers check, bank wire or deposit and cash in person i
do not accept paypal. I will help out in storing the vehicle until it is picked up, if its paid in full.
New interior, brake, new paint job,xxxx00 mile.. For Sale F 4x4. For Sale F 4x4 Has cab corners
and box corners rusted out but the body is straight with only some surface rust. Site map
Contact Us Privacy Policy.

